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The Publishing Company and its History
Arena Verlag is one of the major publishing companies for
children’s and young adult fiction in Germany. Founded in
1949, its place of business has been Würzburg ever since.
Since 1979, Arena Verlag has been a part of the Westermann
Publishing Group situated in Braunschweig, Germany. Ever
since the company’s establishment, the name Arena has been
standing for knowledge and entertainment, for sophisticated,
informative, and simultaneously thrilling children’s and young
adult fiction. With about 2,000 available titles as hardcovers,
paperbacks, board books, EVA books, brochures, audio books,
mp3s and eBooks, Arena Verlag nowadays keeps a diverse
range for infants, children, and young adults on hand. There’s
something to discover for everyone!

WELCOME TO OUR CHILDREN’S BOOKS CATALOGUE!
Please enjoy browsing the next pages! We look forward to sending you
further information on anything that piques your interest. Unfortunately
we won’t be in Bologna this year. Instead we hope to video-meet you
again. Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us to organize a call.
We look forward to hearing from you!
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Children’s Books Highlights 2022
BOOKS TO READ ALOUD
SQUIRREL & BEAR SERIES written and illustrated by Andreas H. Schmachtl
• New: Rights sold to RU.
• Rights of the series sold to RU, German audio book right.
• Volume 1 sold over 25,000 copies so far.
There’s a certain mumbling rumbling sound in the forest. And it carries as far as the cosy
comforts of Squirrel’s nest high in his tree. What’s it all about? And who’s making it? Bear,
of course! He’s on his way to the lake with his fishing rod. Squirrel would like to go with him
to keep him company. And so Squirrel and Bear become the best of friends.

MIDDLE GRADE
WOODWALKERS SERIES (6 volumes) by Katja Brandis, illustr. by Claudia Carls
• New: Rights sold to BG, FR, IR and JP.
• Rights of the series sold to BE/NL, BG, CZ, English (world), ES, FR, DK, IL, IR, JP, LT, PL,
RU, SE, TR, UA, and German audio book rights sold.
• The series sold over 2 million copies so far.
At first glance Carag looks like a normal boy. Yet his bright eyes conceal a secret: Carag is a
shapeshifter. Growing up as a puma in the woods, he has been living in the world of
humans for a short period of time. It is only when Carag learns about Clearwater High, a
boarding school that he starts to feel a sense of home.

SEALAND. UNDERWATER HITCHHIKING by Anna Ruhe, illustr. by Max Meinzold
• New: Rights sold to BG.
• Rights: Sold to BG, PRC, RU, German audio book rights sold.
• Sold over 20,000 copies so far.
Max wants to get out of the boring cow town of Bittie Cross and search for his father who
disappeared several years ago. The fact that the strange girl Emma pursues him and makes
him climb into a well doesn’t suit Max at all. Yet suddenly rapids pull both of them down
– and they land in an incredible world: Sealand! They find cities erected on poles, buildings
that look like icebergs, underwater pirates, friendly jellyfish and real mermaids.

MOUNT CARAVAN. THE FANTASTIC RIDE ON THE NEVERTIME EXPRESS
written by Anna Ruhe, illustrated by Max Meinzold.
• New: Rights of the series sold to BG.
• Rights sold to BG, RU, German audio book rights.
• Sold over 12,000 copies so far.
Jake has been an outsider all his life. The fact that he is now even sent to a boarding school
for juvenile delinquents is really disgusting. Yet the strange school Mount Caravan is not
what it pretends to be. Secretly the school protects an ancient book that contains nothing
less than the future of mankind! All of a sudden it is up to Jake and his new friends to
protect the book from the power-hungry enemies of the school.

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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BOOKS TO READ ON YOUR OWN
MAXI OF PHLIP SERIES (3 volumes) by Anna Ruhe, illustrated by Max Meinzold
•
•
•
•

New: Rights of the series sold to UA.
Rights of the series sold to BE/NL, BG, RU, UA, German audio book rights sold
The series sold over 35,000 copies so far.
Volume 3 to be published in February 2022.

A real live wish fairy has moved into Paula Goldenberg’s house – complete with glitter dust
and magic powers! Brilliant, eh? Well, almost… Maximeralda Feodora Dilara Nima of Phlip –
Maxi for short – is on probation and has limited magic powers. Only if she can perform good
deeds for Paula will she one day become a fully-fledged fairy. But Maxi has her own ideas
about what might be good for Paula. From now on, dreary old normal days become super
stand-on-your-head days. Goodbye to boredom! Hello to fairy chaos!
EXPLORER TEAM SERIES (5 vol.) by Björn Berenz & Christoph Dittert, illustr. by Phillip Ach
• New: Rights of the series sold to PRC.
• Rights sold to GR, CZ, PRC.
• The series sold over 45,000 copies so far.
Become an explorer! Go with Lias on an exciting mission and solve the puzzles that will lead
you to your goal. Eventually you must decide: how will the adventure continue? 3 paths – 3
adventures – which of them is for YOU?

I’M A BOOK, GET ME OUT OF HERE SERIES (2 vol.) by Katja Frixe, illustrated by Tine Schulz
• New: Rights sold to RU.
• Sold over 15,000 copies so far.
• Volume 2 to be published in April 2022.
This book is interactive, hyperactive, and very gifted! As the main character and the hero,
it tells its own very funny stories, and makes you hungry – to learn to read.

SCHOOL OF WONDROUS THINGS SERIES (3 volumes) by K. Gembri, illustrated by M. Kissi
• New: Rights sold to RU.
• Kira Gembri’s books sold over 90,000 copies so far.
• Volume 2 to be published in March 2022.
Welcome to the School of Wondrous Things. Here every child is given their own magical
object: a mechanical butterfly, a magic compass, and even a camouflage cloak. But it’s not
so easy to protect a magical object – especially when wicked wonder thieves are out to steal
it at all costs.

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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M.A.G.I.C. SERIES (3 volumes) by Tanja Voosen, illustrated by Dominik Rupp
• New: Rights of the series sold to BE/NL and RU.
• Rights sold to BE/NL, RU, German audio book rights sold.
• Tanja Voosen’s books sold over 45,000 copies so far.
Nele has never hated her father’s job (as an agent in a magical witness protection
programme) as much she does on the day when Romy suddenly enters their lives. She is
nerve-rackingly unbearable, and is a genuine princess from the magical kingdom of Marabel.
There’s a lot of unrest in her country, the royal family is in danger, and so Nele and her father
have to keep her well hidden. But does P stand for Princess? P for Pain would be more
appropriate! Because Romy, who has to pretend to be Nele’s cousin when they go to school,
simply hasn’t a clue about how normal people behave. And to make matters worse, she has
the gift of magic, and this plunges Nele into one crazy situation after another. But then
suddenly it’s Romy who is in trouble and needs a true friend.

PICTURE BOOK
THE ENCHANTING THREE SERIES (3 volumes) written and illustrated by Stefanie Dahle
• New: Rights sold to EE, RO.
• Rights sold to BG, DK, EE, FI, HU, RO, RU.
• Volume 1 sold over 22,000 copies so far.
• Volume 2 has been published in Spring 2022.
Hoggs the bear would love to be brave. But he is afraid of spiders and ghosts. And so Hoggs
and his best friend Poki the skunk decide to go on an adventure in order to practise being
brave. They head for the abandoned witch’s house behind the bee field. Ugh, it’s certainly
ghostly! In fact, there’s a kettle bubbling quite scarily. Fips the rabbit urgently needs help.

CHRISTMAS BOOK
THE LITTLE CHRISTMAS ENGINE written by Anna Ruhe, illustrated by Igor Lange
• New: Rights sold to UA.
• Rights sold to RO, UA.
• Sold over 5,000 copies so far.
It’s winter in the pleasure park. The Little Engine is dreaming of Christmas, as he does
every year. It would be so nice to see a real Christmas for himself. Suddenly something
terrible happens up in the sky: Father Christmas comes crashing down to earth with his
overloaded sleigh. Fortunately, no one is hurt, but the sleigh is broken. This is the Little
Engine’s chance. He makes Father Christmas a great offer – and so he saves this year’s
Christmas.

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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LÜK stands for learning, practicing and checking.
Three control devices and themed exercise books on a great variety of topics
help children learn in kindergarten, preschool and right up to the secondary
level worldwide – after all LÜK fascinates and motivates!

978-3-89414-200-1
miniLÜK control device
with 12 tiles suitable for all
miniLÜK booklets.
Size: 26 × 13 cm

978-3-8377-0135-7
Pre-school training 1. Exercises for
visual coordination and organisation skills. From the age of 5.

978-3-8377-0318-4
Concentration training 1. Training
for concentration, stamina and
perseverance. From the age of 5.

How it works:
Look at the exer
cises
in the accompa
nying book,
place the tiles ac
cordingly
and check your
answers
based on the co
mpleted
pattern in the
controller.

978-3-8377-4543-6
I’m learning to count. Learn to
count in the blink of an eye with
finger puppets, ducks and lots of
bananas. From the age of 4.

978-3-89414-600-9
bambinoLÜK control device with
6 tiles suitable for all bambinoLÜK
booklets. Size: 18,3 × 16 cm
978-3-8377-7878-6
Logical Thinking 1. Perception
training as a basis for the consistent linking of information.
From the age of 3.

Contact us:
LÜK:
Please contact
lizenzen@
westermanngruppe.de

978-3-89414-645-0
I’m looking forward to pre-school
1 Build sand castles, play dressing
up, place puzzle pieces. For children
3-6 years old.

www.luek.de

SCHUBI is a traditional Swiss publishing house, which develops
high-quality support and training material for primary schools and
special education as well as for the kindergarten.

SCHUBI:
Please contact
expo@schubi.com
www.schubi.com/
internationaldistributors

ALARM!

Add quickly – buzz fast!
All players turn over a card at the same time. If two
or more numbers added together make 10 (or 12),
players have to quickly press the buzzer to win valuable
cards. But be careful: a false alarm means you lose them
just as quickly ...

Math game
3 game variations (levels)
55 playing cards, 1 buzzer
Order number: 22463

Flink addiert – flott gebuzzert
Vite addition
onner – vite buzzer
Addizione ve
veloce – pulsante pronto

+ Developing competence with partitioning numbers.
+ A great game for school, after-school clubs and home.

7+
2 –5
15 min

© Achim Arn
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Ann-Katrin Heger/Julia Bierkandt

The Chaos Hamsters and Captain
Tidyterror
Title German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design
Sales price
Pub. Date
ISBN
Rights

Die Chaos-Hamster und Käpt´n
Aufräumschreck
Picture Book
3+
32
22.0 x 28.5 cm
Hardcover
With spot UV finish
€ 13.00
March 2022
978-3-401-71654-1
Available worldwide

The Chaos Hamsters learn to tidy up
The Hodgepodge is a gloriously cosy and chaotic pirate ship. The Chaos Hamster family lives here in the midst of a
complete and utter mess. There are heaps of blankets, stacks of toys, piles of washing, mountains of dishes all over the
place. Absolutely wonderful! But then Grandpa’s treasure map goes missing. They can’t find it anywhere! So how are
they to locate the great treasure that Grandpa left for them? There’s only one thing to do: send for Captain Tidyterror!
Will he be able to sort out the Chaos family’s chaos?
•
•

•
•

Guaranteed tidy-up, even for Chaos hamsters.
Tidying up – in the shape of an exciting treasure hunt.
Funny and cheeky – like a cartoon.
Ann-Kathrin Heger’s books sold a total of 30,000.

BACKLIST SAMLPES (GENRE)

Is Everything Dull, Little
Moody Monster? (4)
Julia Boehme
Franziska Harvey
Sold to DK, PRC, RU

Robin Cat. The Very Catty
Rescue of the Mini Giraffes
(1)
Christian Seltmann
Christine Kugler
Sold to HU, RU, UA and
German audio book rights

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Irmgard Kramer/Florentine Prechtl

Whispering Water
It’s Our Secret
Title German
Subtitle German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design
Sales price
Pub. Date
ISBN
Rights

Wisperwasser
Es ist unser Geheimnis
Adventure
8+
248
15.3 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
With silver foil and UV finish on the
cover
€ 15.00
February 2022
978-3-401-60615-6
German audio book rights sold

Welcome to the most colourful place in the world – Whispering Water School!
Lani knows what it’s like not to belong anywhere, because with her acute sense of justice, she keeps offending
everybody. The school Whispering Water set on an island is her last hope. On this colourful island, outsiders find a
place where at last they are allowed to be who they really are. But all of this comes at a price: no secret must ever
leave the island – otherwise, this idyll will end. It’s precisely when Lani arrives that mysterious things begin to happen:
the omnipresent water that protects the island suddenly flows backwards. The school’s secret is in danger! Might this
somehow be connected to Lani – and will she be allowed to stay at Whispering Water?
•
•

•
•

A firework display of fantasy: At Whispering Water School, outsiders find a home.
Colourful adventure for the whole family to read to themselves or to read aloud.
Without preaching and with lots of humour, Irmgard Kramer tells a tale of friendship, diversity and courage.
Irmgard Kramer is a German best-selling children’s book author and this is her first book at Arena.

BACKLIST SAMPLES (AGE GROUP)
TEAM MAGNIFIER
Investigates. Midnight
Clues (2)
Henriette Wich
Zapf
Rights of the series: Sold to
DK

Alone Amongst Snapping
Turtles
Kirsten John
Miryam Specht
Rights: Available worldwide

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Lissa Lehmenkühler/Stephanie Männer

Meta Moth Mega Confident
I am what I am
Title German
Subtitle German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design
Sales price
Pub. Date
ISBN
Rights

Meta Motte. Flatterstark
Ich bin, wie ich bin
Story Book
4+
128
17.5 x 24.5 cm
Hardcover
Blue Angel certification for
sustainable production
€ 13.00
March 2022
978-3-401-71684-8
Available worldwide

A heroine as small as a butterfly, and a message as big as it gets: the way you are is just right for
you!
Meta Moth can’t wait to slide out of her cocoon. When the time comes at last, she flies to Butterfly Rock so that, like
all butterflies, she can admire her own bright colours reflected in the lake. But what’s this? From top to bottom, Meta
is nothing but grey! There’s no way she can show herself like this to her best friend Ling-Ling. In search of colour for
her wings, Meta flies to India, and on the way she meets all kinds of animals in all shapes and colours. Then at last she
realizes that she is just right the way she is.
•
•

•
•

The courage to follow your own path.
A read-aloud book about self-confidence, tolerance and diversity.
An amusing text with decorative illustrations.
Lissa Lehmenkühler’s first book THE SNOWBY sold a total of 10,000 copies.

BACKLIST SAMPLES (STORY BOOKS)
The Little Owl Witch.
Welcome to the Magic
Forest! (1)
Katja Alves
Marta Balmaseda
Rights of the series: Sold to
RU, German audio book
rights sold

Missi Moppel. The Mystery
in the Tower Room and
Other Enigmas (1)
Andreas H. Schmachtl
Andreas H. Schmachtl
Rights of the series: Sold to
RU, German audio book
rights sold

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Emma Flint/Eva Schöffmann-Davidov

Wacky World of Wonders
What is Not Can Still be a Pain
Title German
Subtitle German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design
Sales price
Pub. Date
ISBN
Rights

Knalltütenwunder
Was nicht ist, kann ja noch peinlich
werden!
Feel Good Fun
10+
264
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
With glittery finish on the cover
€ 13.00
April 2022
978-3-401-60654-5
Available worldwide

Emma Flint – guaranteed laughter and success (plus lots of confetti!)
Marla’s family is superb – at causing chaos! Wherever the Kampmanns go, it gets embarrassing, especially for Marla.
Her mother does a step dance in the ice cream parlour, her father dresses up like an English lord, her little sister thinks
her soft toys are secret agents, and her big sister forces her way into Marla’s beloved science club with her tik-tok clips.
Not even Marla’s best friend can be relied on, because all of a sudden Henrike wants to form a rock band! Marla hatches
a plan: she must teach her family to be less of an embarrassment. But how can you get your parents to act sensibly?
•
•

•
•

Emma Flint: specialist in children’s books with a confident feel-good factor.
Perfect mixture of teenage chaos, fun and deep emotion.
Top teenage themes: embarrassing parents, the desire to belong and to stand up for oneself.
Her books sold a total of 110,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLES (AUTHOR)

I Think It Glitters!
Emma Flint
Eva Schöffmann-Davidov
Rights: Available worldwide

My Life Looks Great To Me
Emma Flint
Eva Schöffmann-Davidov
Rights: Available worldwide

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Alice Pantermüller/Daniela Kohl

Soft Toys at the Scene of the
Crime
The Extraordinary Cases of Florentine Blix (1)
Title German
Series German

Tatort der Kuscheltiere
Die außergewöhnlichen Fälle der
Florentine Blix (1)
Genre
Mystery/Detective Story
Age
10+
Pages
288
Format
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Edition
Hardcover
Design
With bitonal illustrations
Sales price
€ 13.00
Pub. Date
March 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60578-4
Rights of the series Available worldwide, German
audio book rights sold

For all fans of Lotta and detective series with a pinch of humour
Florentine is different from everyone else, and she knows it. Although she’s clever and in many matters knows more
than her fellow humans, she generally doesn’t understand other people and finds it difficult to integrate with them.
She can’t lie, and rules and regulations help her to feel secure. What Florentine loves are criminal cases. Ever since the
incident of the ladybird in the nursery school, she has known that she will one day end up as a detective, solving
murders. She has already compiled files on her “cases”, even though not one of them was actually a proper crime. The
day when this changes marks the beginning of Florentine’s “extraordinary cases”.
The day when Bo joins Florentine’s class is dark red. On a scale from lime green to fiery red, this is a real fire-extinguisher
day. At the same time, Florentine’s carefully arranged soft toys all disappear. And, accidentally, this day, 31st August,
also marks the beginning of an absolutely extraordinary criminal case. Because Bo is not only extremely nervous, but
he also has a cousin named Jesper who has disappeared. When Jesper shows up that night in Florentine’s room and
asks her to help Bo, he awakens her instinct for investigation. The only trouble is that Jesper speaks nothing but Danish
and keeps on disappearing. More than ever, Florentine needs the help of her best friend Maja, because she is much
better than Florentine at handling people – both those that are there and those who have disappeared.
•

•
•

Humour mixed with crime: super entertainment from the successful duo of MY LIFE AS LOTTA.
Mysterious cases, supernatural comedy, and unlimited friendship.
The MY LIFE AS LOTTA series sold 5.0 million copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLES (AUTHOR+ILLUSTRATOR)
My Life as Lotta (1). A House Full of
Rabbits
Alice Pantermüller
Daniela Kohl
Rights of the series: Sold to AL, BE/NL,
CZ, DK, EE, English (world), ES (cast.,
cat.), FI, FR, GE, GR, HU, IS, IR, IL, IT, KZ,
LT, LV, MK, NO, PL, PT, PRC, RO, RS, RU,
SL, ROK, TR, UA, VN, ZA, German audio
book rights and movie rights

Linni McLeft (1). Famous
with a Cherry on Top
Alice Pantermüller
Daniela Kohl
Rights of the series: Sold to
BE/ NL, IL, UA (RU&UA) and
German audio book rights

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Katja Frixe/Stefanie Jeschke

The Day A Penguin Moved In With
Us
Jolly and Me (1)
Title German

Der Tag, an dem ein Pinguin bei uns
einzog
Series German
Jolle und ich (1)
Genre
Family/Comedy
Age
9+
Pages
176
Format
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Edition
Hardcover
Design
With bitonal illustrations
Sales price
€ 12.00
Pub. Date
February 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60630-9
Rights of the series Available worldwide

Penguin Jolly: a lovable mischief-maker with a heart of gold
He’s as crazy as a fish on a hook! Thea can hardly believe her eyes when she suddenly finds a penguin in the garden.
And then, to cap it all, he also talks! With his endless advice and chaotic actions, the penguin turns her world upside
down from now on.
“Why are you so jumpy? Everybody else thinks I’m sweet!” With a lazy flick of his flipper, the penguin raised his
sunglasses. Then he stretched his flipper out to me. “I’m Jolly, and who are you?”
From this moment on, penguin Jolly brings sheer chaos into the lives of Thea’s family. However, Jolly and Thea soon
become the closest of friends. But how much chaos can any family put up with? And can Jolly really stay with them?
•
•

•
•

Cheeky, lovable and suddenly simply there: Jolly, the penguin equivalent of Paul Maar’s “Sams” (the Sat).
The talking penguin Jolly turns the world upside down.
Top quality family entertainment with a lovable penguin – a much loved species in current children’s literature.
Katja Frixe’s books sold a total of 17,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLE (AUTHOR)

I’m a Book, Get Me Out of
Here
Katja Frixe
Tine Schulz
Rights of the series: Sold to
RU

BACKLIST SAMPLE (GENRE)
Pony Jamie. Diary from the
Paddock (1)
Jana Hoch and Jamie
Clara Vath
Rights of the series: BE/NL
and German audio book
rights

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Max Held/Philipp Ach

Creeping Danger
Mystery Hunter (1)
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design
Sales price
Pub. Date
ISBN
Rights of the series

Die kriechende Gefahr
Mystery Hunter (1)
Detective Story
8+
144
14.0 x 21.0 cm
Hardcover
With foil embossing on the cover
€ 10.00
March 2022
978-3-401-60633-0
Available worldwide

WARNING! This book contains tracks of shiny plants, weird hybrids, and wildly exciting
detective work!
Caspar – who is a keen natural scientist – receives a sample of shiny earth through the post. His interest is immediately
aroused. Together with his best friend Bob and the rather strange scientist Doc, he sets out to investigate. Can the
three of them find out what this shiny substance has to do with the gigantic creature which is causing havoc in the
artificial lake in Wilderness Park? The boys find themselves trying to solve a huge mystery, but they are running out of
time: if the monster should leave the lake, then the whole of Los Angeles will be in mortal danger.
•
•

•
•

You’ll go racing through this story: Short chapters, simple language, riveting.
Cool setting, a mysterious artificial lake in the remote Wilderness Park.
Superb, vivid illustrations by Philipp Ach.
Max Held’s books sold a total of 18,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLE (AUTHOR)

Wild Claws (1). In the Eye
of the Python
Max Held
Timo Grubing
Rights of the series:
Available worldwide

BACKLIST SAMPLE (GENRE)
Explorer Team (1). The
Adventure Begins!
Björn Berenz / Christoph
Dittert
Philipp Ach
Rights of the series: Sold to
CZ, GR and PRC

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Ina Brandt/Irene Mohr

The Enchanted Lake
Owl Magic (15)
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design

Der verwunschene See
Eulenzauber (15)
Adventure
8+
144
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
Coloured edge in the first edition,
gold foil on the cover
Sales price
€ 10.00
Pub. Date
February 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60572-2
Rights of the series Sold to CZ, PL, RU, German
audiobook rights sold

Goldwing’s big adventure: the little owl is given her most important job so far!
Flora has a magic secret: As soon as dust sets in, she sneaks out to the large clearing in the forest. That is where
Goldwing – a small magic owl with golden wings! – waits for her. Accompanied by her feathered friend, Flora will
help anyone in need.
Great excitement in Fir Creak! Flora and Goldwing can’t believe it. One evening the owl magician Aspiro arrives and
tells them that for a few days Goldwing will have to take on the role of owl ruler in Athenaria. Flora is very sad, because
this time she has not been invited to the magic kingdom herself. Might she somehow lose Goldwing? To make matters
worse, Flora’s new teacher is also in trouble. But luckily Flora’s friend Miri is there with her. Will she be able to help?
•
•

•
•

With bonus information from owl expert Ina Brandt!
Great excitement in Athenaria: Goldwing has to take on the role of the owl ruler – without Flora!
Important subjects for children: Nature, friendship, exclusion and courage.
The series sold already sold over 800,000 copies.

Please consult
our Arena’s
Bestselling
Characters
catalogue for
further
information

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Alice Pantermüller/Daniela Kohl

Everything Bingo With Flamingo
My Life as Lotta
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design

Alles Bingo mit Flamingo
Mein Lotta-Leben
Diary
9+
192
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
Illustrations in black-and-white,
thin cover and round edges
Sales price
€ 12.00
Pub. Date
February 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60562-3
Rights of the series Sold to AL, BE/NL, BG, CZ, DK, EE,
English(world), ES (Cast., Cat.),
FI,FR, GE, GR, HU, IL, IR, IS, IT, KZ,
LT, LV, MK, NO, PL, PRC, PT, RO,
ROK, RS, RU, SK, TR, UA, VN, ZA,
German audio book rights and
movie rights sold

For all fans of the MY LIFE AS LOTTA books and film
“Grandma Ingrid gives me a diary I can confide all my secrets in? Why – does she think I don’t have any close friends?”
With self-esteem, wit and lots of imagination, our heroine Lotta Petermann masters one adventure after another –
narrated with a great sense of tongue-in-cheek humour by Alice Pantermüller and uniquely illustrated by Daniela Kohl.
A one-of-a-kind diary series for reading, laughing and discovering that little and big readers will love!
How awful! The stuck-up Berenike of Bödecker really has invited everyone to her birthday party. Even Paul. Just not
Lotta and Cheyenne. And they have really been trying hard lately to be nice to Berenike and the stupid Lamb Girls.
Obviously Lotta and Cheyenne will not tolerate this! But even their idea to bring the famous singer Marlon to the party
with them doesn’t work out. And then even Cheyenne seems to be against Lotta. The flamingo is really going to go
mad.
•

•
•

The story of the film MY LIFE AS LOTTA. EVERTHING BINGO WITH FLAMINGO, now available for the first time with a cover
design to match the book series.
A second MY LIFE AS LOTTA film is being made with an expected release date in the summer of 2022.
The series sold a total of 5.0 million copies!

Please consult
our Arena’s
Bestselling
Characters
catalogue for
further
information

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Alice Pantermüller/Daniela Kohl

2022/23 School Calendar
My Life as Lotta
For Lessons, Breaks and Home
Title German
Series German
Subtitle German

Schulplaner 2022/23
Mein Lotta-Leben
Für die Schule, die Pause und zu
Hause
Genre
School Calendar
Age
8+
Pages
136
Format
14.0 x 18.8 cm
Edition
Hardcover
Design
Thin cover and round edges
Sales price
€ 10.00
Pub. Date
February 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60679-8
Rights of the series Sold to AL, BE/NL, BG, CZ, DK, EE,
English(world), ES (Cast., Cat.), FI,
FR, GE, GR, HU, IL, IR, IS, IT, KZ, LT,
LV, MK, NO, PL, PRC, PT, RO, ROK,
RS, RU, SK, TR, UA, VN, ZA, German
audio book rights and movie rights
sold

No schoolbag should be without a Lotta school diary!
“Grandma Ingrid gives me a diary I can confide all my secrets in? Why – does she think I don’t have any close friends?”
With self-esteem, wit and lots of imagination, our heroine Lotta Petermann masters one adventure after another –
narrated with a great sense of tongue-in-cheek humour by Alice Pantermüller and uniquely illustrated by Daniela Kohl.
A one-of-a-kind diary series for reading, laughing and discovering that little and big readers will love!
Woohoo!!! School starts again today. I’ll finally get to see Cheyenne and Paul again. Are you as excited about the new
school year as I am? And is there always this much going on at your school? You can make sure you don’t lose track of
it all and record everything that happens to you in the next year here. I’m already really excited to see what’s going to
happen to you. Yours, Lotta.
•
•

•

Full of useful information, Lotta quotes and great illustrations.
The colourful calendar to accompany the bestselling series.
The perfect gift for all MY LIFE AS LOTTA fans.

Please consult
our Arena’s
Bestselling
Characters
catalogue for
further
information

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

KNISTER/Birgit Rieger

Lilli the Witch and the Magic
Night in the Class-room
Lilli the Witch (25)
Title German

Hexe Lilli und die Zaubernacht im
Klassenzimmer (25)
Series German
Hexe Lilli
Genre
First Readers
Age
6/7+
Pages
56
Format
16.0 x 21.0 cm
Edition
Hardcover
Sales price
€ 9.00
Pub. Date
January 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-71878-1
Rights of the series Sold to BG, DK, EE, ES (Cast., Cat.,
Basque, Galician), IL, IT, JP, LT, NL,
NO, PL, PRC, RU, SI, TH, TR, UA, ZA
and German audio book rights sold,
Movie rights sold

Make learning to read a magical experience with Lilli the Witch
LILLI THE WITCH is an ordinary 9-year-old girl – or so she thinks until the day that she stumbles upon a magic book
which turns her into a witch. From then on she experiences many funny and wild adventures that take her all over the
world.
A night of reading at school – Lilli is pretty excited! And then it does get really exciting: Her annoying little brother,
Leon, furtively follows her to school. And he brings someone along – Hector, the little dragon who is always hungry and
has nothing but nonsense on his mind. Holy toad fart – the magic night of reading turns into a night to remember.
•
•

•
•

The spoken syllables are highlighted into dark blue/light blue.
Including funny puzzles and questions aboutreading comprehension.
Short stories about one topic.
The series sold a total of 28 million copies worldwide!

Please consult
our Arena’s
Bestselling
Characters
catalogue for
further
information

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Andreas H. Schmachtl/Andreas H. Schmachtl

Family Calendar 2023
Tilda Appleseed
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design

Familienplaner 2023
Tilda Apfelkern
Family Calendar
3+
14
23.0 x 45.0 cm
Calendar
Wire-o-binding, sealed in foil, with
sticker sheet
Sales price
€ 10.00
Pub. Date
May 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-71799-9
Rights of the series Sold to BG, EE, ES, FI, HU, IT, LT, LV,
PRC, RU, TR, UA, German audio
book rights sold, TV rights sold

Perfectly organised with Tilda Appleseed!
Every day is lovely in the little village, smugly tucked into the hills, where small and big adventures await its inhabitants.
Tilda, the small mouse who is as white as the flowers of the elder bush, lives in a small apartment in the parish’s church.
Whenever someone is in need of help, she is there – with advice, a nice cup of tea and delicious cookies. She and her
friends – Molly the Mail-Mouse, Robin Robin, Billy and Benny Squirrel, and Rupert the Hedgehog – are inseparable.
Our author and illustrator Andreas H. Schmachtl created a lovely world that demonstrates the importance of basic
things like friendship and openness.
Tilda Appleseed makes sure there is order in the family’s everyday life. The large-scale, beautifully designed pages of
the calendar offer plenty of space for notes and plans. Over 500 stickers for doctors’ appointments, birthdays and
holidays help to get daily life organised.
•
•

•
•

Sheets of stickers with 500 stickers for appointments and decorations and for the five different sorts of rubbish.
With new illustrations.
The popular calendar for the whole family.
The series sold a total of 1 million copies!

Please consult
our Arena’s
Bestselling
Characters
catalogue for
further
information

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Katja Brandis/Claudia Carls

Through the Eyes of the Python
Seawalkers (6)
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design

Im Visier der Python
Seawalkers (6)
Fantasy/Shapeshifter
10+
368
14.8 x 21.0 cm
Hardcover
Blue Angel certification for
sustainable production
Sales price
€ 14.00
Pub. Date
January 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60530-2
Rights of the series Sold to BE/NL, DK, PRC, RU, SE and
German audio book rights sold.

Three shapeshifting schools, two oceans, and the build-up to a stunning finale.
WOODWALKERS fans’ dreams have come true: the second season of the shapeshifter series is here: SEAWALKERS.
Katja Brandis sets new accents in animal fantasy. Enthralling and with a great sense of humour, the successful author
writes about the breath-taking adventures of being an animal as well as a human being. The success of the WALKERS
series speaks for itself: Over 2 million copies of the series have already been sold and the series has been on the
Spiegel list of bestsellers with every volume.
Class trip to California! Shark shapeshifter Tiago, dolphin girl Shari and their friends are having a wonderful time at the
shapeshifting school Redcliff High – until on a visit to San Francisco they are overtaken by events. They have been
targeted by criminal animal smugglers. Tiago realizes that he has been drawn into a battle with powerful environmental
gangsters, and his arch enemy, the python shapeshifter Lydia Lennox, is also involved. Not only Tiago himself but
everyone at Blue Reef High is now in the greatest danger.
•
•

•
•

Thousands of fans can hardly wait for publication day: here comes the final volume of SEAWALKERS.
Tiago, Shari and their friends triumph in their most dangerous adventure.
Powerful themes of conservation, exciting animal fantasy, rip-roaring adventure.
The WALKERS Series sold a total of 2.1 million copies so far!

BACKLIST SAMPLES (WALKERS UNIVERSE)
Woodwalkers (1). Carag’s
Metamorphosis
Katja Brandis
Claudia Carls
Rights of the series: Sold to
BE/NL, BG, CZ, DK, English
(world) ES, FR, IL, IR, JP, LT,
PL, RU, SE, TR, UA, German
audio book rights and
movie rights optioned

Woodwalkers & Friends
(1). Fantastic Feline
Friends
Katja Brandis
Claudia Carls
Rights of the series: Sold to
BE/NL, DK, RU, SE and
German audio book rights

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Anna Ruhe/Claudia Carls

The Secret Book of Perfumes
The Magical Pharmacy
With many recipes, tips and an exclusive
bonus story
Title German
Series German
Subtitle German

Das geheime Buch der Düfte
Die Duftapotheke
Mit vielen Rezepten, Tipps und
exklusiver Bonusgeschichte
Genre
Fantasy
Age
10+
Pages
120
Format
15.3 x 20.5 cm
Edition
Hardcover
Design
Hologram foil, UV finish and a thin
board
Sales price
€ 12.00
Pub. Date
March 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60661-3
Rights of the series Sold to BE/NL, BG, CZ, DK, FI, GR,
HU, LT, RO, RU, SK, UA, German
audio book rights sold and movie
rights optioned

This handbook will turn all readers into magical pharmacists!
There is a strange scent wafting through the old villa. It is the first thing Luzie notices about her new home. Yet the
smells lead nowhere. Together with her little brother, Benno, and the boy next door, Mats, Luzie starts to search the
house. When they stumble into the hidden part of the villa, they can hardly believe what they see: Shelves up to the
ceiling hold countless perfume bottles with iridescent and bubbling contents! Yet the bottles are not only full of
surprises, but they also contain a danger that has been concealed for a long time.
With this book, anyone can become a magical pharmacist! Luzie, Mats and their friends will give you personal tuition!
The history of perfume, botany, aromatherapy and many other subjects related to scents lies waiting for you. With
genuine recipes, for arts and crafts projects, and all kinds of additional information stemming from the highly successful
series THE MAGICAL PHARMACY you will have all you need to become a top-class magical pharmacist.
•
•

•
•

With lots of genuine recipes, instructions for arts and crafts projects, and expert guidance on aromatherapy and medicinal
herbs.
Presented by popular characters from the series.
Including additional, previously unpublished material by Anna Ruhe and four-colour illustrations by Claudia Carls.
The series sold a total of 500,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLE (SERIES)

Mystery is in the Air (1)
Anna Ruhe
Claudia Carls
Rights of the series: See
above

BACKLIST SAMPLE (AUTHOR)

Sealand
Anna Ruhe
Max Meinzold
Rights: Sold to BG, PRC, RU
and German audio book
rights

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Tanja Voosen/Viktoria Gavrilenko

The Last Alliance
The Candy Guild (3)
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design

Das letzte Bündnis
Die Zuckermeister (3)
Fantasy
9+
320
14.8 x 21.0 cm
Hardcover
Silver foil, UV finish and embossing
on the cover
Sales price
€ 14.00
Pub. Date
April 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60657-6
Rights of the series Sold to BE/NL, RU and German
audio book rights sold

The magical adventure reached its finale
The most magical adventure since the discovery of chocolate! With a pinch of magic sugar the Candy Guild transforms
the worst misfortune into smoke and mirrors. With their magic sweets the Candy Guild helps anyone who has the
courage to ask for help. But now they need help themselves – from a completely ordinary little girl…
As a guardian, Elina is part of the magical world of the candy crafters. But in company with Charlie and Robin, she finds
that guarding the secret of the magic is not as simple as she’d imagined. Because the world of candy crafters and
humans is still in danger: The Elsewhere Society is hunting for Madame Picot’s long lost chronicle – a weapon even
more powerful than the magic itself. Suddenly Elina and her friends find themselves in the midst of a situation which
will decide the fate of both the ordinary and the magic world.
•
•

•
•

Magical sweets and excitement in the last great adventure.
The author ia a favourite of the fans: awarded the Lovelybooks Reading Prize (The Candy Guild vol. 1).
Excitement, friendship and humour grip the reader like toffee on teeth.
The series sold a total of 45,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLE (SERIES)

The Magic Pact (1)
Tanja Voosen
Viktoria Gavrilenko
Rights of the series: See
above

BACKLIST SAMPLE (AUTHOR)
M.A.G.I.C. The Princess Is
on the Loose (1)
Tanja Voosen
Clara Vath
Rights of the series: Sold to
BE/NL, RU and German
audio book rights

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Stefanie Dahle

Hocus-Pocus, The Quarrel’s Over!
The Enchanting Three (2)
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design
Sales price
Pub. Date
ISBN
Rights of the series

Hokus-Pokus, der Streit ist weg!
Die zauberhaften Drei
Picture Book
3+
32
22.0 x 28.5 cm
Hardcover
With UV finish on the cover
€ 14.00
March 2022
978-3-401-71806-4
Sold to BG, DK, EE, FI, HU, RO and
RU

The long and longingly awaited sequel, funny and enchanting
The air is thick in the Enchanted Forest. Fips, the rabbit, is being far too free with his magic wand, and Poki the skunk
doesn’t like it one little bit. The two of them argue about which of them found the mysterious letter in a bottle that
had been sent by the little witch. She is being held prisoner inside Dragon’s Hill and urgently needs their help. In the
end, the three friends get together again, because together they are magically strong!
•
•

•
•

Brilliant picture book, full of fun and charm.
A trio of clever and lovable friends.
An important subject: quarrel and reconciliation.
Stefanie Dahle’s books sold more than 2 million copies.

BACKLIST SAMPLE (SERIES)

Hoggs and Bear Courage
(1)
Stefanie Dahle
Stefanie Dahle
Rights of the series: See
above

BACKLIST SAMPLE (ILLUSTRATOR)
Frida, the Little Wood
Witch (6). Magic Spell and
Potion Cup – The
Argument is Soon Made
Up!
Jutta Langreuter, Jeremy
Langreuter
Stefanie Dahle
Rights of the series: Sold to
BE/NL, BG, ES (Lat.), DK, EE,
GR, LT, PRC, RO, ROK, TR,
UA

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Kira Gembri/Marta Kissi

Abracadumbrella
The School of Wondrous Things (2)
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design

Simsala-Schirm!
Die Schule der Wunderdinge (2)
Fantasy
8+
192
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
With silver foil, UV finish on the
cover and 4-coloured endpapers
Sales price
€ 12.00
Pub. Date
March 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60575-3
Rights of the series Sold to RU and German audio book
rights sold

The wonderkids are on a mission – someone has stolen a wonderthing!
Welcome to the School of Wondrous Things. Here every child is given their own magical object: a mechanical butterfly,
a magic compass, and even a camouflage cloak. But it’s not so easy to protect a magical object – especially when wicked
wonder thieves are out to steal it at all costs.
Tilly and her wondermates have a big job to do: they are to create their own first wonderthing! But they have hardly
begun when suddenly a wonderthief arrives in Borington. And he has his eye on Pip’s invisibility cloak. Together with
her friends, Tilly and her magic candelabra Lux have to go to the neighbouring town in order to catch the thief. But
unfortunately they have to rely on a totally weird flying machine!
•
•

•

Lively adventure, wonderful friendships and a whole lot of magic.
Beautifully narrated by best-selling author Kira Gembri, a feel-good book full of fun.
Kira Gembri’s books sold a total of 90,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLE (SERIES)

Hocus-Pocus Candelabra
(1)
Kira Gembri
Marta Kissi
Rights of the series: See
above

BACKLIST SAMPLE (GENRE)
The Magic Tailor Shop (1).
Leni and the Wonder
Thread
Ina Brandt
Isabelle Metzen
Rights of the series:
Available worldwide,
German audio book rights
sold

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Sabine Zett/Barbara Fisinger

Chaos with a Woof
Chilly Woof (2)
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design

Das Chaos mit dem Hundeblick
Chilly Wuff (2)
Animals
9+
168
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
With embossing and UV finish on
the cover
Sales price
€ 12.00
Pub. Date
April 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60605-7
Rights of the series Available worldwide

Internet star Chilly Woof creates chaos at school
After her success as an Internet star, Chilly Woof’s life becomes even more exciting: she is allowed to accompany her
human children to school! Not only that, but she makes such a good impression on the teachers that they consider
creating a post for an official school dog. Every day it must be read to and regularly stroked. The mixed-breed Chilly
Woof rather likes the idea. But then, unexpectedly, there is competition – from the Pharaoh Hound Apollo. Just because
this Apollo can do a few tricks, and also has followers on the Internet, his young master proposes that he should be
appointed school dog. But there’s only one dog that could possibly be right for the job: Chilly Woof!
•
•

•
•

Comic adventure told from the dog’s perspective.
Wild, witty and warm-hearted, bursting with comic situations.
Another hit from the successful team: best-selling author and ambassador for reading Sabine Zett and her hero, the
Internet star Chilly Woof.
Sabine Zett’s books sold a total of 42,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLE (SERIES)

Chilly Woof (1). The World
at my Paws
Sabine Zett
Barbara Fisinger
Rights of the series: See
above

BACKLIST SAMPLE (AGE GROUP)

The Little Lady (1)
Stefanie Taschinski
Nina Dulleck
Rights of the series: Sold to
EE, PL and German audio
book rights

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Jörg Steinleitner/Daniela Kohl

The Barefoot Crew and their
Journey Over the Mountains (2)
Title German

Die Barfuß-Bande und die Reise
über alle Berge (2)
Genre
Adventure
Age
8+
Pages
176
Format
16.0 x 21.0 cm
Edition
Hardcover
Design
With embossing and UV finish on
the cover
Sales price
€ 13.00
Pub. Date
May 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60622-4
Rights of the series Sold to RU and German audio book
rights sold

The Barefoot Crew are back – but they’re off again!
Adventure is in the air! Summer holidays in the country are anything but boring! The Barefoot Crew have just had a
superb summer when suddenly they’re confronted by a problem: the newest member Taio has to leave them. This is
in no way acceptable to the rest of the crew. And so Corvin, Tanne, Ben and Kiki decide there and then to cross all the
mountains with Taio. They will cycle together as far as Italy. During their adventurous journey, an inquisitive detectivecum-grandmother comes sniffing after them, they run away from a whistling forester, and finally they are chased by a
police helicopter. Will the crew still manage to reach their destination?
•

•
•
•

True friendship overcomes all obstacles – so long as one has enough potato crisps.
Jörg Steinleiter transports his readers to an idyllic feel-good place where four pairs of barefeet get one thrill after another.
Cool, colourful illustrations by best-selling illustrator Daniela Kohl.
Jörg Steinleitner’s books sold a total of 30,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLE (SERIES)

The Barefoot Crew and the
Stolen Granny (1)
Jörg Steinleitner
Daniela Kohl
Rights of the series: See
above

BACKLIST SAMPLE (AUTHOR)

June and the Honey Thief
(2)
Jörg & Jona Steinleitner
Ulla Mersmeyer
Rights of the series:
Available worldwide

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Jana Hoch and Jamie/Clara Vath

Special Agent 00Carrot
Investigates
Pony Jamie. Simply Heroic (2)
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design

Agent Null Null Möhre ermittelt
Pony Jamie. Einfach heldenhaft (2)
Horses
9+
168
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
With UV finish and blind embossing
on the cover
Sales price
€ 12.00
Pub. Date
April 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-60628-6
Rights of the series Sold to BE/NL, German audio book
rights sold

One carrot is not enough: here comes volume 2 of PONY JAMIE!
Cool, cooler, coolest, that’s Jamie! This pony is an unequalled equine genius! Along with the rest of the equine team –
especially Macho, the leader of the herd, Tinker mare Fanny , riding pony Paloma and fjord horse Robin – Haflinger
Jamie causes all kinds of chaos. It would be really ridiculous if they were not able to train the humans in the paddock
to behave themselves. But when all’s said and done, Jamie is the greatest human whisperer of all time!
Great excitement in the paddock! There are rumours about break-ins in the area, and now Macho, the leader of the
herd, has disappeared. Jamie, Fanny and the other horses are worried: where could their leader have gone? Or did he
gallop straight into the hands of the thieves? Jamie reckons this is a case for the pony detectives. Together with his
friends, he sets out to rescue Macho and to capture the two-legged villains.
•
•

•
•

New adventure for the greatest human whisperer of all time – Pony Jamie is back!
Jamie gives a pony’s eye view of how peculiar humans are.
Jamie and his pony crew are on the trail of a gang of thieves.
Jana Hoch’s books have sold a total of 65,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLE (SERIES)

Diary from the Paddock (1)
Jana Hoch and Jamie
Clara Vath
Rights of the series: See
above

BACKLIST SAMLPE (GENRE)

The Sparkling Ponies (1). A
Friend for Sunny
Emily Palmer
Josephine Llobet
Sold to CZ and German
audio book rights

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Anna Ruhe/Max Meinzold

Fairy Alarm!
Maxi of Phlip (3)
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design
Sales price
Pub. Date
ISBN
Rights of the series

Feen-Alarm!
Maxi von Phlip (3)
Magic
7+
112
16.0 x 21.0 cm
Hardcover
With relief varnish on the cover
€ 12.00
February 2022
978-3-401-71582-7
Sold to BE/NL, BG, RU, UA and
German audio book rights sold

Curtain up for the fabulous Maxi of Phlip!
Oh for seven’s sake! Maxi of Phlip and Paula receive a visit from the fairy world. Suddenly they’re confronted by seven
extremely demanding wish fairies – pushy little things who think they know it all. However, they’re hiding the fact that
they have been forbidden to enter the human world. Then the senior fairies start to suspect that Maxi herself is
responsible for all the chaos! The only hope now is for Maxi and Paula to travel to the fairy world and sort everything
out.
•
•

•
•

The success story continues, with lots of magic and heart.
A fabulous new adventure with the unique wish fairy.
Extraspecial reading matter with oodles of charm.
The series sold a total of 35,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLES (SERIES)

Caution! Wish Fairy! (1)
Anna Ruhe
Max Meinzold
Rights of the series: See
above

Wishfairy Missing! (2)
Anna Ruhe
Max Meinzold
Rights of the series: See
above

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Spring 2022

Children's Books

Katja Frixe/Tine Schulz

I Am a Book, So Unwrap Me
Quick! (2)
Beware: This Book Will Haunt You
Title German

Ich bin (d)ein Buch, pack mich
schnell aus!
Subtitle German
Vorsicht: Hier spukt ein Buch
Genre
Adventure
Age
6+
Pages
160
Format
17.5 x 24.5 cm
Edition
Hardcover
Sales price
€ 12.00
Pub. Date
April 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-71683-1
Rights of the series Rights sold to RU

Watch out, this book is addictive – even for those who hate reading!
Oh, this book! It may pretend not to look special, and may even be disguised as a present. But watch out! The moment
it’s been unwrapped, it’ll turn the world upside down: making mischief at the breakfast table, causing uproar on the
bookshelf (the very big book has been offended ever since), and there’s even a spider that can’t stop reading it! In the
middle of all this is Emma. She’s new to the class, and in fact she doesn’t really like going to school. But the book is not
only mischievous – it’s also helpful.
This book is interactive, hyperactive and highly talented. It tells its own personal story as the heroic main character in
these hilarious stories. And it is addictive: its readers just can’t stop reading and learning.
•
•

•
•

Mischief-making book versus reluctant reader – the book will be the winner!
Wow! This book simply won’t let you go!
Funny stories on graduated reading levels.
Katja Frixe’s books sold a total of 17,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLE (SERIES)

I’m a Book, Get Me Out of
Here (1)
Katja Frixe
Tine Schulz
Rights of the series: See
above

BACKLIST SAMPLE (AGE GROUP)
Explorer Team (1). The
Adventure Begins!
Björn Berenz / Christoph
Dittert
Philipp Ach
Rights of the series: Sold to
CZ, GR and PRC

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Andreas H. Schmachtl

A Wild and Wonderful Flight in an
Airship
Snöfrid from Meadow Valley (Books to Read
On Your Own 5)
Title German

Der wahrlich wildbewegte Flug im
Luftschiff
Series German
Snöfrid aus dem Wiesental
(Selbstleser 5)
Genre
Fantastic Adventure
Age
7+
Pages
128
Format
16.0 x 21.0 cm
Edition
Hardcover
Design
With UV finish on the cover
Sales price
€ 10.00
Pub. Date
January 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-71845-3
Rights of the series Sold to FI, RO, RU, UA, VN, German
audio book rights sold

Warning: this book is only for adventurers!
A Snöfrid is a really seldom creature, actually they prefer peace and quiet and adventures are not their cup of tea. But
suddenly Snöfrid has this strange sensation: could it be wanderlust? Or even a thirst of adventures? A story book series
by the exceptionally talented writer Andreas H. Schmachtl:
More thrilling, more adventurous, more magical and more incredibly funny than any other story!
Snöfrid is pretty surprised when one morning the sheep from all over the northern slope turn up outside his home.
They ask the heroic Saviour of the North to help them. Runkord, their shepherd, has disappeared without a trace, and
it’s already past the time when they should have moved to the summer pastures. In search of the age-old traditional
path, Snöfrid and Björn get the surprise of their lives. And it’s not just because of their truly adventurous flight in an
airship.
•
•

•
•

Manageable length, easy to read.
Large letters, lots of illustrations.
Magically adventurous reading material.
The series by bestseller author Andreas H. Schmachtl sold a total of 300,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLE (SERIES)
The Absolutely Incredible
Rescue of Northland (Story
Books 1)
Andreas H. Schmachtl
Andreas H. Schmachtl
Rights of the series: See
above

The Truly Huge Mystery of
Appelgarden (Books to
Read On Your Own 1)
Andreas H. Schmachtl
Andreas H. Schmachtl
Rights of the series: See
above

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Andreas H. Schmachtl/Andreas H. Schmachtl

Family Calendar 2023
Snöfrid from Meadow Valley
Title German
Series German
Subtitle German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design
Sales price
Pub. Date
ISBN
Rights

Familienplaner 2023
Snöfrid aus dem Wiesental
Family Calendar
3+
14
23.0 x 45.0 cm
Calendar
Wire-o-binding, sealed in foil, with
sticker sheet
€ 10.00
May 2022
978-3-401-71798-2
Sold to FI, RO, RU, VN, UA, German
audio book rights sold

Keep cool every day with Snöfrid from Meadow Valley
A Snöfrid is a really seldom creature, actually they prefer peace and quiet and adventures are not their cup of tea. But
suddenly Snöfrid has this strange sensation: could it be wanderlust? Or even a thirst of adventures? A story book series
by the exceptionally talented writer Andreas H. Schmachtl: More thrilling, more adventurous, more magical and more
incredibly funny than any other story!
No matter how stormy your family life might be, with his “Hm!” Snöfrid will bring instant peace and quiet. The familiar
large scale and appealing design of the Arena family planner provides plenty of space for notes and plans and all
important dates. More than 500 stickers for doctors’ appointments, birthdays and holidays help to get daily life
organized. With lots of stickers for the 5 different types of rubbish (paper, glass, organic waste, household, and yellow
bin for plastic waste).
•
•

•

5 columns for entries, all decorated with new illustrations.
Sheets of stickers with 500 stickers for appointments and decorations and for the five different sorts of rubbish.
The SNÖFRID family planners have sold 5,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLES (SERIES)

My Friendship Book
Linda Sturm
Andreas H. Schmachtl
Rights of the series: See
above

The Naughty Nasty
Northland Conspiracy
(Books to Read On Your
Own 4)
Andreas H. Schmachtl
Andreas H. Schmachtl
Rights of the series: See
above

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Mila Berg/Marina Krämer

Stories About the Best of Friends
Little Unicorn Finya Brightstar (Story Book 2)
Title German

Vorlesegeschichten von allerbesten
Freunden
Series German
Kleines Einhorn Funkelstern
(Vorlesegeschichten 2)
Genre
Story Book
Age
4+
Pages
96
Format
17.5 x 24.5 cm
Edition
Hardcover
Design
With silver foil embossment on the
cover
Sales price
€ 12.00
Pub. Date
February 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-71783-8
Rights of the series Sold to BG, DK, EE, FI, LT, RU, UA
and German audio book rights sold

Adventures are much nicer when they’re shared
The unicorns live deep in the mysterious Wish Forest. They are as white as snow. Their fur shines, and so do their
manes. A magic horn shimmers on each unicorn’s forehead. They can do almost anything – and of course they can also
fly. Welcome to the world of Finya Brightstar!
A rain dance to drive away a bad mood. A flower festival in which all the inhabitants of the Wishing Wood sing together.
And a trip to the creepy moor, though it’s not nearly as scary as expected. And you can be sure that no one will get
bored if the little unicorn Finya Brightstar is there, too. Goblin girl Trixie and Kalle the bat – Finya’s best friends – know
that. Together, the three of them can simply deal with anything.
•
•

•
•

New unicorn adventures, full of magic.
The second read-aloud book with the popular, best-selling character.
Powerful themes: unicorn, magic, friendship and togetherness.
The series sold a total of 125,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLES (SERIES)

How Wonderful to Be
Friends (Picture Book 1)
Mila Berg
Marina Krämer
Rights of the series: See
above

Read-Aloud Stories from
the Wishing Wood (Story
Book 1)
Mila Berg
Marina Krämer
Rights of the series: See
above

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Howard Pyle / Maria Seidemann/Ute
Thönißen

Robin Hood
Simply Read Classics (14)
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design
Sales price
Pub. Date
ISBN
Rights

Robin Hood
Klassiker einfach lesen (14)
Classics
7+
72
15.3 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
Blue Angel certification for
sustainable production
€ 9.00
January 2022
978-3-401-71859-0
Available worldwide

Robin Hood's world-famous adventure re-narrated for first readers
The SIMPLY READ CLASSICS series is geared towards beginners in second grade. Famous classics re-narrated specifically
for that age group stimulate children’s interest in reading books themselves.
He is the King of Thieves: Robin Hood. Together with his fellows he battles the rich ones and helps the poor ones to
gain justice. Fearless, he fights for weak and oppressed people. But the Sheriff of Nottingham tries to set a snare for
him. There are not only dangerous, but also amusing adventures waiting for Robin Hood and his friends.

•
•

•
•

Speedy reading success with large print and not too much text.
Lots of colour illustrations.
Classics for adventure-loving kids.

The SIMPLY READ CLASSICS SERIES sold over 600,000 copies so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLES (SIMPLY READ CLASSICS)

Robinson Crusoe (7)
Daniel Defoe/ Wolfgang
Knape
Ute Thönissen
Rights: Sold to HU, NO, TR

The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn (12)
Mark Twain/ Wolfgang
Knape
Maja Bohn
Rights: Sold to HU, TR

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Christine Kugler/Christine Kugler

Benny Beaver´s Police
Benny Beaver (4)
Blue lights and sirens on – help is on its way
Title German
Series German
Subtitle German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design

Benno Bibers Polizei
Benno Biber (4)
Mit Blaulicht und Sirene eilt Hilfe
herbei
Board Book
2+
12
28.0 x 21.5 cm
Board Book
With movable sliding elements,
flaps, tracks that can be traced and
embossing
€ 10.00
January 2022
978-3-401-71755-5

Sales price
Pub. Date
ISBN
Rights of the
picture book series Sold to DK, RU

Benny Beaver is on the case again – this time with a motorbike, a car and a helicopter
Benny's toolbox has disappeared! His friend Greta Goose arrives straight away on her police motorbike. Together they
follow the clues and question the neighbours: Has anyone seen anything suspicious? But wait! What has farmer Bernd
got there on his trailer?
A search full of adventure and a huge surprise await Benny. With a wonderful variety of features to encourage play,
fun rhymes and a lot of vehicles, Benny Beaver’s adventures are an absolute favourite with small children.
•
•

•
•

Varied, playful fun, with flaps, sliders, finger tracing and embossed features.
Fun rhymes and humorous illustrations.
Engaging theme: police.
The BENNY BEAVER series sold a total of 90,000 so far.

BACKLIST SAMPLES (SERIES)

Benny Beaver’s Building
Site (1)
Christine Kugler
Christine Kugler
Available worldwide

Benny Beaver’s Fire
Department (2)
Christine Kugler
Christine Kugler
Available worldwide

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Sabine Sauter/Sabine Sauter
Find-the-Object Discovery Book (1)
In the Kindergarten
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design

Im Kindergarten
Suchbuch für kleine Entdecker (1)
Board Book
18 months+
12
21.0 x 21.0 cm
Board Book
With page register punched into
form
Sales price
€ 8.00
Pub. Date
January 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-71731-9
Rights of the series Available worldwide

Seek, find, discover the world
Where is the cockerel crowing? And where are the building blocks? Whether you’re on the farm or in the kindergarten:
there’s so much to search for, discover and learn! The labelled pictures show what to look for on the page, and even
little hands can turn the pages with the help of the shaped tabs.
•
•
•

•

First in a series of books with engaging themes.
Find-the-object book and picture dictionary in one.
Perfect for independent play.
Promotes speech development, perceptive skills and concentration.

BACKLIST SAMPLES (BOARD BOOKS)

Who Says 'Meow'? Do You
Know?
Hanna Röhling
Julia Reyelt
Rights: Available worldwide

Whose Fur is it?
Sandra Grimm
Dominik Rupp
Rights: Available worldwide

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Christine Thau/Christine Thau
Find-The-Object Discovery Book (2)
On The Farm
Title German
Series German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design

Auf dem Bauernhof
Suchbuch für kleine Entdecker (2)
Board Book
18 months+
12
21.0 x 21.0 cm
Board Book
With page register punched into
form
Sales price
€ 8.00
Pub. Date
January 2022
ISBN
978-3-401-71732-6
Rights of the series Available worldwide

Seek, find, discover the world
Where is the cockerel crowing? And where are the building blocks? Whether you’re on the farm or in the kindergarten:
there’s so much to search for, discover and learn! The labelled pictures show what to look for on the page, and even
little hands can turn the pages with the help of the shaped tabs.
•
•
•

•

First in a series of books with engaging themes.
Find-the-object book and picture dictionary in one.
Perfect for independent play.
Promotes speech development, perceptive skills and concentration.

BACKLIST SAMPLES (BOARD BOOKS)

My Little Puzzle Book (2).
Favourite Animals
Franziska Jaekel
Marta Costa
Rights: Available worldwide

Bogeys, Pee and Gassy
Farts
Sandra Grimm
Julia Bierkandt
Rights: Available worldwide

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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Hans-Christian Schmidt/Dirk Hennig

Stuck in the car? Yes, we are!
A fun book about waiting
Title German
Subtitle German
Genre
Age
Pages
Format
Edition
Design
Sales price
Pub. Date
ISBN
Rights

Alle Autos stehen im Stau? Genau!
Das lustige Buch vom Warten
Board Book
2+
12
22.0 x 20.0 cm
Board Book
With pull-out pages
€ 10.00
January 2022
978-3-401-71453-0
Available worldwide

Waiting has never been such fun
Away on holiday, going shopping, or driving home – suddenly there’s a traffic jam. That’s all we needed! No problem:
with this book’s large pull-out pages extending each picture, there’s so much to discover, little readers will be amazed.
Time will fly by!
•
•

•
•

Rhymes support language development.
Pull-out pages full of wonder and discovery.
A panoramic picture book crammed full of humorous details.
Illustrated by Dirk Hennig, the creator of the maze picture books featuring Ignatz the Hedgehog (20,000 copies of the series
sold).

BACKLIST SAMPLE (ILLUSTRATOR)
The Maze Picture Book (2).
Ignatz the Hedgehog and
the Treasure in the Duck
Pond
Dirk Hennig
Dirk Hennig
Rights of the series: Sold to
BE/NL, BG, DK, EE, PRC, RU,
UA

BACKLIST SAMPLE (AUTHOR)

How Long Will This Take?!
Hans-Christian Schmidt
Pina Gertenbach
Rights: Available worldwide

For further information please feel free to contact:
Rights Department, Arena Verlag, lizenzen@arena-verlag.de, Tel: +49-931-79644-81
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